Dual Mix
The True “Sound of Wood” by Ibanez Artwood Dual-Mix.

Based on the finest Ibanez acoustic guitar, ARTWOOD, the Dual-Mix amplified acoustic is the result of several years of research and consultation with many professional sound engineers. The Dual-Mix system uses a piezo-ceramic transducer and a high quality miniature condenser microphone, combined in a special remote mixing box, allowing the truest acoustic sound of guitar to date, which were not accessible by conventional transducer system. This is the true “sound of wood”.

FEATURES

- True acoustic sound through combined use of piezo-ceramic transducer and condenser microphone.
- Remote Dual-Mix mixing box to allow for proper balance between both elements. Bass and treble equalization.
- Sturdy ¼ phone connectors.

Remote Dual-Mix mixing box to allow for proper balance between both elements. Bass and treble equalization.

GUITAR (1/4” STEREO CABLE)
AMP (1/4” MONO CABLE)

AC ADAPTER
(AC-108)